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Molecular Characterization of SINEs Integrated in Endogenous Retrovirus 

Sequences from Leopardus geoff royi and Puma concolor*

Helena Mata1, Jaime Gongora2 & Ana Paula Ravazzolo1

ABSTRACT

Background: Short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) are transposable elements which are transcribed by RNA 
polymerase III and widespread in mammalian genomes. Can-SINE is a family of SINE sequences specifi c to carnivores, 
predominant in their genomes and present in high copy numbers. The aim of this study was to characterize sequences of 
Can-SINEs integrated into sequences of endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) from Brazilian wild cats Puma concolor and 
Leopardus geoffroyi. Additionally, these sequences are considered from some perspectives of their evolution.
Material, Methods and Results: By using PCR and sequencing to screen for ERVs within the genomes of L. geoffroyi and 
P. concolor, two new ERV sequences were amplifi ed with an insertion around 220 nucleotides long, similar to published 
carnivore SINEs. The sequences were further identifi ed and characterized using a combination of BLAST, BLAT searches 
and phylogenetic analyses. The results showed that SINE sequences integrated into the ERV from P. concolor (SINE_Pco) 
and L. geoffroyi (SINE_Lg) are lysine-tRNA derived. These sequences presented a typical RNA polymerase III-specifi c 
internal promoter sequence followed by a microsatellite region (TC)n and by an A/T-rich tail with the polyadenylation 
signal AATAAA. BLAST searches using the whole sequence of L. geoffroyi clone as query (ERV plus SINE) detected two 
sequences which were highly similar to the cougar (P. concolor) and the domestic cat. However, the SINE from Leopardus 
geoffroyi is not present in these related sequences. On the other hand, during searches using the whole sequence of the 
P. concolor clone as query, we found the same SINE insertion in a very similar ERV from domestic cat. All insertions oc-
curred in the RT domain, but SINE_Lg was integrated in a distinct site when compared to SINE_Pco. Another interesting 
difference between these SINE sequences was that the statistics reported in BLAST searches recovered a much higher 
number of hits from the domestic cat genome using SINE_Lg as seed than in searches for sequences related to SINE_Pco. 
The phylogenetic tree based on the SINE fragment grouped these new SINE sequences with Can-SINEs from felids. Within 
this major clade SINE_Lg and SINE_Pco are related to different lineages of felids Can-SINEs. 
Discussion: In this study we showed that two different sequences from felid endogenous retrovirus harbor Can-SINE 
sequences. These insertions are not surprising taking account that ~11% of domestic cat genome is composed of SINE 
sequences and they are ubiquitous in felid genomes. Furthermore, the insertions of SINEs into the ERV sequences reported 
here are not unique events. However, they are curious insertions representing genomic fossils and a little piece of felid 
history. Based on the results of the phylogenetic analyses and position of the integration sites, we suggest that SINE_Lg 
and SINE_Pco represent independent integration events originated by derived copies from different progenitors. We hy-
pothesized that SINE_Lg is a “young” integration due to the absence of highly similar ERVs from Puma concolor and 
Felis catus. This lineage may be recently active in felid genomes given that we found very similar MegaBLAST hits at 
EST database from domestic cat. Instead, SINE_Pco seems to be “old”, sharing an identical insertion site to ERVs from 
domestic cat and its lineage could be inactive in felids considering that any MegaBLAST hits resulted from EST database 
searches. The latter suggests an integration event in an ancestor species at least 6.7 million years ago, which represents 
the split between puma and domestic cat lineages.

Keywords: SINE, endogenous retrovirus, wild cats, host genome.
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INTRODUCTION

Transposable elements (TE) are DNA se-
quences that can replicate and move around in the 
host genome. There are two general types of TEs, one 
mobilized via an RNA intermediate, the retrotranspo-
sons, and another mobilized via a DNA intermediate, 
the DNA transposons [23].  Short interspersed nuclear 
elements (SINEs) are members of retrotransposons, 
which also include endogenous retroviruses, long 
interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) and processed 
pseudogenes. The SINE proliferation consists of new 
copies produced by reverse transcription of an RNA 
intermediate which are inserted into new genomic 
sites. As SINEs lack protein-coding sequences, their 
retrotransposition depends on the enzymatic machinery 
of LINEs [5]. 

The role of SINE elements within the genome 
is not fully understood although associations with 
genetic diseases, gene and oncogene expression, non-
homologous recombination and mutagenesis have been 
described [22]. SINEs also appear to be informative 
evolutionary markers providing important phylogenetic 
information that can be used to solve diffi cult evolu-
tionary questions [14,15].

Carnivore genomes contain SINE sequences 
which are peculiar in their taxonomic distribution, 
gene localization and degree of activity. Can-SINE 
is a family of SINE sequences which is specifi c to 
carnivores, predominant in their genomes and present 
in high copy numbers [22]. 

Here we identify two sequences of Can-SINEs 
integrated into sequences of ERVs from Puma concolor 
and Leopardus geoffroyi. In addition, these sequences 
are considered in terms of their activity and evolution. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA extraction, amplifi cation and sequencing

Genomic DNA was extracted from tissue 
samples from L. geoffroyi donated by Museu de Ciência 
e Tecnologia at the Pontifícia Universidade Católica do 
Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS) (catalogue N°. MCP1781) 
and from Puma concolor by the Laboratório de Biolo-
gia Genômica e Molecular at PUCRS (catalogue N°. 
bpco27). The pro-pol gene (0.7 to 1.2 kb) was amplifi ed 
using three sets of degenerate primers [21]. The PCR 
amplicons were gel purifi ed and cloned using standard 
protocols, and thirty random colonies for each wild cat 

species were isolated for sequence analyses, generating 
31 ERV DNA sequences (15 from L. geoffroyi and 16 
from P. concolor), with two of them showing an inser-
tion of ~200bp similar to a SINE described herein. 

Database Searches

In order to identify homologous sequences 
to those found in L. geoffroyi and P. concolor clones, 
BLASTn searches were performed in the nucleotide 
collection (nr/nt) and whole genome sequence (WGS) 
database using the NCBI Blast (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/) until April 30, 2012. 

To further characterize the integrated SINEs, 
MegaBLAST was applied to the database of the 
WGS and expressed sequence tag (EST). In addi-
tion, the UCSC genome browser was used to carry 
out BLAT searches (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/
hgBlat) against the Felis catus (domestic cat) genome 
(catChrV17 assembly) to identify similar sequences via 
RepeatMasker program. This program allows searching 
of repetitive sequences in the Repbase Update Library 
from the Genetic Information Research Institute [9].

Homologies to these elements were based on 
comparisons at the nucleotide level. A sequence was 
classifi ed as a closely related element if the BLAST 
e-value obtained was less than 10-5 and at least 80% 
similar in 80% of its length, based on the “80-80-80” 
rule [3]. To perform phylogenetic analyses, sequences 
with multiple homologies and presenting e values 
lower than 10-5 were selected based on the best-scoring 
homology in the databases.

Phylogenetic Inference 

To perform phylogenetic analyses, two differ-
ent approaches were adopted, with the use of two inde-
pendent datasets. In order to describe the phylogenetic 
relationships of ERVs presenting SINE integrations, a 
dataset was constructed consisting of the alignment of 
19 sequences composed of a fragment of RT (domains 
1 to 4) based on 164 predicted amino acids previously 
aligned by Dialign 2 software [10]. The group of 19 se-
quences was composed of three novel ERV sequences 
of wild cats named PcoJO10006 and LgEM10003 from 
Puma concolor and L. geoffroyi respectively, whose 
SINE insertions were excluded and the ERV sequence 
PcoJO12001 from P. concolor. Seven ERV sequences 
identifi ed in the WGS database, RV_domestic cat 
and RV_cougar from MegaBLAST searches and 7 
exogenous retroviral published sequences were also 
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included in the dataset. The PcoJO12001 was included 
in the analysis as a representative of Puma concolor 
ERVs of the Gammaretrovirus-like sequences (manu-
script in preparation).

To characterize the SINEs integrated into 
the ERVs from wild felids, an alignment of 188 
nucleotides from Can-SINE sequences obtained in 
this study, sequences from WGS and EST databases 

was used. Published SINEs sequences from Repbase, 
identifi ed by using BLAT/RepeatMasker programs 
against domestic cat genome, were also included in 
the alignment (Table 1). A sequence from dog was 
used as outgroup. Sequences were aligned using 
the Clustal W program [20] and to perform phylo-
genetic analyses the poly-A/T tails were excluded 
from sequences.

Table 1. SINE samples included in phylogenetic analyses with host and origin (chromosome location or loci whenever available), GenBank accession 
numbers or genome identifi er and source.

Host species SINE* Origin ID‡ Source
Canis 

familiaris
SINEC_Cf_b1 chr 9: 6959246-6959416 a -

Catopuma 
temminckii

FIB7_AY634369 beta fi brinogen gene, intron 7 AY634369.1 [24]

Felis catus
APOBECC3H

EU109281
Felis catus antiviral cytidine 

deaminase
EU109281.1 [11]

Felis catus MHC_EU153402 FLA distal class I region-ChrB2 EU153402.1 [25]
Felis catus cDNA_AW646738 Feline Heart cDNA AW646738.1 [12]
Felis catus cDNA_DN828348 Feline cDNA, uterus library DN828348.1 [13]
Felis catus cDNA_DR027068 Feline cDNA, uterus library DR027068.1 [13]
Felis catus cDNA_DN956208 Feline cDNA, uterus library DN956208.1 [13]
Felis catus SINEC_Fc_C2 chrC2:153430035-153430261 b -
Felis catus SINEC_Fc2_chrX chrX:61882383-61882587 b -
Felis catus SINEC_Fc_chrB4 chrB4:85231168-85231385 b -
Felis catus SINEC_Fc_chrA2 chrA2:180227998-180228177 b -
Felis catus SINEC_Fc2_chrUn chrUn: ACBE01565948:396-614 b -
Felis catus SINEC_Fc2_chrB2 chrB2:267591-267819 b -
Felis catus SINEC_Fc_chrF2 chrF2:46792042-46792261 b -
Felis catus AANG02068300 whole genome shotgun sequence AANG02068300.1 -
Felis catus ACBE01496495 whole genome shotgun sequence ACBE01496495.1 -
Felis catus Zfy_AY518632 zink fi nger protein-chrY AY518632.1 [15]

Felis 
margarita 

Zfy_AY518636 zink fi nger protein-chrY AY518636.1 [15]

Felis 
silvestris 

Zfy_AY518633 zink fi nger protein-chrY AY518633.1 [15]

Leopardus 
geoffroyi

SINE_Lg ERV Gamma-like JX406427
This 
study

Lynx rufus Smcy_AY219661 Smcy-intron 4 AY219661.1 [15]

Neofelis 
nebulosa

AC225272 unknown AC225272.2 -

Otocolobus 
manul 

Ube1y_AY518631 ubiquitin activating enzime E1-chrY AY518631.1 [15]

Puma 
concolor

SINE_Pco ERV JX406428 This 
study

*SINEs are nominated as in Figure 4; ‡ database accession number; a= canFam2= Sequence assembly canFam2.0 of the Canis lupus familiaris genome- 
May 2005, b= Sequence assembly catChrV17e of the Felis catus genome-Felcat4 Dec. 2008. 
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Phylogenetic inferences were performed using 
maximum likelihood (ML) with PhyML v. 3.0 [7], 
incorporating 1,000 bootstrap replicates to evaluated 
branch support. The best substitution models were esti-
mated using JModeltest v.0.1.1 [18] for the nucleotide 
dataset and ProtTest v. 2.4 [1] for the amino acid data-
set, both with the Akaike information criterion (AIC). 

The pairwise distances between sequences were 
estimated using p-distances in MEGA, version 5.0 [19].

RESULTS

Sequence similarity with published carnivore 
SINE inserts indicated that the newly described se-
quences of ~220 nucleotides long are lysine-tRNA 
derived SINEs presenting RNA polymerase III-specifi c 
internal promoter sequences followed by a microsatellite 

region (TC)n and by an A/T-rich tail with the AATAAA 
polyadenylation signal (Figure 1). 

Analysis of the 5’ and 3’ fl anking sequence 
of these new SINE sequences revealed that the inte-
gration occurred in the third domain of reverse tran-
scriptase (RT) gene (Figure 2), a critical nucleotide 
insertion leading to the loss of integrity of the RT 
open reading frame (ORF). Close examination of the 
L. geoffroyi ERV (LgEM10003) sequence shows that 
its partial polymerase ORF is degenerated, presenting 
several in-frame stop codons and frameshifts due to 
nucleotide insertions and deletions, but maintaining 
a recognizable fl anking RT domain, while ERV from 
P. concolor (PcoJO10006) presents an almost intact 
ORF with less in-frame stop codons and frameshift 
mutations. 

Figure 1. Alignment of lysine-tRNA-derived segments SINE_Lg, SINE_Pco, and Can-SINE obtained by using BLAT searches 
and RepeatMasker (named collectively as SINEC [22]) and sequences retrieved from GenBank (Table 1). Lines indicate A and 
B RNA polymerase III promoter. Boxes indicate the synapomorphic indels mentioned in the text. Arrows indicate the sequences 
obtained in this study.

Figure 2. Partial amino acid alignment showing putative translation of RT domains (lines 2, 3 and 4) based on 
ref. [26]. This schematic representation displays the SINEs integrated in the third domain of RT of Gammaret-
rovirus-like sequences (at the top) and ERVs class II (at the bottom). Asterisks represent in-frame stop codons 
and question marks represent missing data (due to indels).

The SINE insertion present in the ERV se-
quence of LgEM10003 was not found in similar ERV 
sequences. MegaBLAST searches in the nr/nt database 
using the whole sequence of L. geoffroyi clone (ERV 
plus SINE) as a query detected two similar sequences 
to RV-cougar (AY820105) and RV-domestic cat 
(AY820046) (97 and 87%, respectively, and e-values 
close to zero), which have been described as class II 
ERVs elements [6]. However, the SINE integration 

from L. geoffroyi is not present in these related se-
quences (Figure 2).

In searches through the WGS database we 
found the same SINE insertion of PcoJO10006 in a 
highly similar ERV from domestic cat. Using the nr/
nt database, no MEGABLAST hits presenting more 
than 17% coverage (80’s rule) were found when the 
whole sequence of the PcoJO10006 clone was used as 
seed. However, similar sequences were recovered from 
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the domestic cat WGS database (AANG02068300 
and ACBE01496495), both showing 95% of identity 
to PcoJO10006 and integration in the same location 
(Figure 2). The genetic distance between the ERV 
sequences from Puma concolor and the domestic cat 
(removing the SINEs sequences) was 0.040 (SE = 
0.006) and between the SINE sequences was 0.041 
(SE = 0.014), suggesting a single integration event for 
both sequences. 

The retroviral origin of ERVs fragments 
from L. geoffroyi and P. concolor, as well as those 
from the domestic cat, was further demonstrated by 
phylogenetic analyses (Figure 3). The ERV from L. 
geoffroyi grouped robustly with RV-cougar and RV-
domestic cat (ERVs described as class II) and with 
sequences from WGS database that did not present 
the SINE insertions. The ERV from P. concolor and 
the two similar GenBank sequences from domestic 
cat that presented the SINE insertion at the same site 
were organized in a shallow clade well supported by 
bootstrap values (Figure 3). This clade falls within 
a major clade composed of Gammaretrovirus-like 
elements. A study of the more detailed relationship 
of these ERVs with the others found in Brazilian 
wild cat species is under way and will be described 
elsewhere.

The relationship between the SINE sequences 
found in the ERVs and those retrieved from the Gen-
Bank and Repbase Update libraries was explored by 
Maximum-Likelihood analysis (Figure 4). Such analy-
sis placed SINE_Pco and SINE_Lg in a major group 
of Can-SINEs from felids , although with weak boot-
strap support, which likely refl ects the short sequence 
length analyzed, presenting few informative sites (60 
out of 188). SINE_Lg and SINE_Pco sequences are 
related to different groups of Can-SINE from felids 
(SINEC_Fc and SINEC_Fc2, respectively) obtained 
with the RepeatMasker software. These relationships 
were supported by moderated to high bootstrap values. 
Additional support for phylogenetic relationships is 
provided by informative indels (insertions or dele-
tions) in our alignment. Deletions of one nucleotide 
at position 80, of four nts at position 146-149 and an 
insertion of two nts at position 183-184 are synapomor-
phic for the SINE_Pco lineage comprising SINE_Pco, 
SINE_Fc2 chrX and other sequences from the domestic 
cat WGS database (Figures 1 and 4). Additionally, a 
deletion of two nts at positions 146-147 (Figure 1) is 
synapomorphic for the basal sequences DN956208, 
SINEC_Fc2_chrUn, EU153402, SINEC_Fc2_chrB2 
from the domestic cat and AC225272 from Neofelis 
nebulosa (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Unrooted maximum likelihood tree showing the relationship of ERV elements to the seven known genera of exogenous retrovi-
ruses. ALV, avian leukosis virus (AAQ55056.1); FeSFV, feline foamy virus (U78765.1); FIV, feline immunodefi ciency virus (M25381.1); 
FeLV, feline leukemia virus (M18247.1); HTLV-1, Human T-lymphotropic virus 1 (ABM66584.1); MMTV, mouse mammary tumor 
virus (NP955564.1); Walleye, walleye dermal sarcoma virus (ABO25842.1). AANG02068300, ACBE01496495, AANG02047819, 
ACBE01305338, AANG02031728, ACBE01052474, ACBE01356528 are nucleotide sequences recovered from BLAST searches of the 
domestic cat WGS database. RV-Cougar (AY820105.1) and RV-Domestic cat (AY820046.1) are from Gifford et al. (2005) [6]. LgEM10003 
(JX406427), PcoJO10006 (JX406428) and PcoJO12001 (JX406429) are from this study. The ML analysis was based on 164 putative amino 
acids according to the JTT+G model. The bootstrap support is shown close to the branch. ERVs presenting SINE insertions are in red.
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Figure 4. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree showing the relationships between SINE elements from Felidae (Table 
1) based on 188 nucleotide-long fragment using the TrN+G model. Bootstrap values greater than 50% are shown close 
to the respective branches. The tree was rooted using SINEC_Cf b1 (canFam2.0 assembly) from the domestic dog 
as outgroup. SINEs integrated in ERVs are in red and boldface. The poly-A/T tails were excluded from phylogenetic 
analysis. Black and gray bars indicate the synapomorphic indels mentioned in the text.

The statistics reported in BLAST searches 
recovered a much higher number of hits using 
SINE_Lg as seed than in searches for sequences 
related to SINE_Pco. The searches for SINE_Lg-
like sequences using the nr/nt GenBank database 
by MEGABLAST reported 748 MegaBLAST hits 
(e-value  7e-90) from the domestic cat and one hit 
from Otocolobus manul (e-value 3e-93), while us-
ing the SINE_Pco as seed retrieved only eight hits 
( e-value 2e-10), all of them from the domestic 
cat. Furthermore, searches using the EST database 
of GenBank also demonstrated different patterns. 
The SINE_Lg recovered three MegaBLAST hits 
from the cDNA uterus library presenting 89% of 
identity (e-values  8e-59). In addition, using the 
closely related SINEC_Fc_chrF2 sequence (based 
on Figure 4) as a query, four MegaBLAST hits show-
ing identities ranging from 95% to 85% (e-values  
9e-38) were identifi ed. In contrast, using sequences 
from SINE_Pco, those similar to domestic cat and 
the closely related SINEC_Fc2_chrX as queries 
did not yield any MegaBLAST hits. Considering 
that we found ESTs with signifi cant e-values (close 
to zero) for all other six Can-SINEs annotated se-
quences (SINEC_Fc and SINEC_Fc2) represented 
in the tree (Figure 4), our results do not seem to be 
sampling biases.

DISCUSSION

In this study we showed that two different 
sequences from felid endogenous retrovirus (Gamma-
like and an ERV similar to class II) harbor Can-SINE 
sequences. These insertions are not surprising taking 
account that 11% of domestic cat genome is composed 
of SINE sequences [17,22] and they are ubiquitous in 
felid genomes. Additionally, it has already reported 
examples of SINE insertions into retrovirus-like se-
quences [2,4] and even into a poxvirus genome [16]. 
Thus, the insertions of SINEs into the ERV sequences 
reported here are not unique events. Clearly, they are 
curious insertions representing genomic fossils and a 
little piece of felid history.

It is widely accepted that SINE retrotransposi-
tion is dependent on the enzymatic machinery of LINE, 
a non-viral retrotransposon element which presents a 
mechanism distinct from that of ERVs [5]. In addition, 
as shown herein, the RT gene of both ERVs sequences 
is not preserved. Thus, it seems most likely that the 
SINE entered into the ERVs genome during LINE 
replication.

Results indicated that SINE_Lg and SINE_Pco 
represented independent integration events, supported 
by the existence of two derived copies from distinct 
progenitors of Can-SINE (SINEC_Fc and SINEC_Fc2, 
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respectively) and by presenting distinct integration 
sites. Furthermore, SINE_Lg appears to be a recent 
integration event, while SINE_Pco seems to be an 
ancient event. The sequence from SINE_Lg presents 
highly similar MegaBLAST EST hits, suggesting that 
this lineage was recently transcribed in the domestic 
cat and is perhaps active in L. geoffroyi. In agreement 
with this hypothesis, the high number of hits found 
in MegaBLAST against the nr/nt database also sug-
gests recent expansion in the domestic cat genome. 
Additionally, the SINE integration site in the L. geof-
froyi ERV suggests a recent event since we failed to 
recover similar insertions in ERV from the related 
species Puma concolor and Felis catus (Figure 2), and 
no similarity was found in the WGS database. On the 
other hand, sequences from the SINE_Pco clade are 
apparently inactive in the cat genome, since we failed 
to recover MegaBLAST hits in the EST database. For 
the reason that the EST database of the domestic cat 
is small (919 EST sequences as in April 2012), the 
classifi cation of SINE_Pco as old and inactive could 
be not robust. However, in searches using SINE_Pco as 
seed against the nr/nt database, a low number of Mega-
BLAST hits were retrieved, pointing out that related 
sequences are no recently active in the domestic cat 
genome. Moreover, the SINE insertion into the same 
ERV localization in both domestic cat and P. concolor 
(Figure 2) suggests an ancestral integration event, at 
least 6.7 million years old, which represents the split 
between the puma and domestic cat lineages [8]. This 
hypothesis is also supported by highly concordant 
values observed when comparing the genetic distance 
from both ERVs and their inserted SINE sequences.

Can-SINEs reported within the non-recombin-
ing region on the Y chromosome in Felidae provide ad-
ditional support for the establishment of felid lineages, 
demonstrating that it is a useful molecular marker [15]. 
Modern felid species represent a recent radiation and 

their internal phylogenetic relationships are not fully 
resolved, as is the situation for some species related 
to the ocelot lineage [8]. As the SINE insertion in the 
ERV from L. geoffroyi is demonstrated herein to be a 
unique feature of this species, it could be a source of 
evolutionary information. However, studies focusing 
on this particular SINE lineage in greater depth are 
necessary to confi rm whether this integration was 
unique in L. geoffroyi or is present in other species of 
the ocelot lineage. 

In summary, we reported insertions of CAN-
SINEs into ERV sequences demonstrating that each 
insertion event was particular in evolution, taking into 
account that SINE_Lg is apparently a recent integration 
into the genome, while SINE_Pco seems to be more 
ancient and already inactive. We also showed that 
these genomic fossils displayed different amplifi cation 
dynamics in the domestic cat genome, recovering a 
much higher number of sequences similar to SINE_Lg 
than SINE_Pco which suggests a recent expansion in 
the former lineage. Finally, these insertion examples 
reinforce the notion that Can-SINEs are ubiquitous in 
the felid genome.
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